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1: Which two statements are true about HFM Security? (Choose two.)
A. Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) groups can be added to HFM Security.
B. HFM user names must be created in either the default Windows network security or through Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) to have access to HFM.
C. Users added to HFM Security that do not reside in either default Windows security or Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) will have view access only to HFM.
D. HFM user names must be part of a user group in either the default Windows network security or through Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) to have access to HFM.
Correct Answers: A B

2: The AllowAdjFromChildren attribute is checked on a parent entity. Which two nodes in the Value dimension are valid for Journal entries? (Choose two.)
A. <Entity Currency>
B. <Parent Curr Adj>
C. [Parent Adj]
D. [Contribution Adj]
E. <Entity Curr Adj>
Correct Answers: C D

3: What is the default authentication provider for HFM?
A. Sun iPlanet
B. Novell NDS
C. Microsoft NTLM
D. Microsoft Active Directory
Correct Answers: C

4: In the HFM Business rules, the List function can be used to get the elements specified in lists that are defined _____ . (Choose three.)
A. in the .lst file as a fixed list
B. in the .lst file as a dynamic list
C. as a system list using the [Base] function
D. as a system list using the [Level0] function
E. as a system list using the [Generation1] function
Correct Answers: A B C

5: What is required for HFM Administrators to have access to Hyperion Hub?
A. Configure HFM for external Authentication.
B. Configure Hub to allow NTLM Authentication.
C. Add the HFM user as an Administrator on the Hub Server.
D. Add a DCOM user with launching permissions on the Hub server.
Correct Answers: A
6: Hub allows for data and metadata sharing between which three products? (Choose three.)
A. Hyperion Pillar
B. Hyperion Planning
C. Hyperion Strategic Finance
D. Hyperion Business Modeling
E. Hyperion Financial Management
**Correct Answers: B D E**

7: An administrator needs to link several integrations together in the Hub and run them sequentially. How can this be accomplished?
A. Add the integrations to a group.
B. Use Hyperion Application Link to run the integrations sequentially.
C. Use Common Event services to schedule the DataBroker integrations.
D. Build a master integration in DataBroker which has several sub integrations within it.
**Correct Answers: A**

8: Which three lines of code are valid? (Choose three.)
A. If HS.Value.Member = "[Proportion]" Then
B. If HS.Value.Member = "<Entity Currency>" Then
C. If HS.Value.Member = "[Contribution Adjs]" Then
D. If HS.Value.Member = "[Parent Total]" Then
E. If HS.Value.Member = "<Parent Currency>" Then
**Correct Answers: A B C**

9: Which dimension's member must have SupportsProcessManagement selected to enable Process Control functionality?
A. Entity
B. Value
C. Account
D. Scenario
**Correct Answers: D**

10: Which three activities are logged into the data audit? (Choose three.)
A. Data Entry
B. Data Clear
C. Auditing Data
D. Run Allocations
E. Perform Consolidations
**Correct Answers: A B C**

11: Of the dimensions listed below, which are valid on the left side of the equation for HS.Exp? (Choose two.)
A. ICP
B. Period
C. Entity
D. Scenario
E. Account
**Correct Answers: A E**

12: An HFM user is creating a journal report on the web. Which three dimensions from the POV are available on the Properties panel to select members? (Choose three.)
A. Value
B. Entity
C. Period
D. Account
E. Scenario
**Correct Answers: A C E**

13: Which formula retrieves the data for January sales in Smart View?
A. =HsGetCell("A#Sales.P#January.")
B. =HsGetValue("Account#Sales.Period#January.")
C. =HsGetCell("Account#Sales.Period#January.")
D. =HsGetValue("A#Sales.P#January.")
**Correct Answers: B**

14: How is access to the HFM Administration module on the web controlled?
A. "Yes" access to the Administrator role
B. "Yes" access to the Web Administration Module role
C. Membership in the Creator Group configured on the HFM application server
D. Membership in the Administrator Group configured on the HFM application server
**Correct Answers: D**

15: Of the dimensions listed below, which two are not valid destination dimensions in an HS.Con statement? (Choose two.)
A. Value
B. Scenario
C. Period
D. Custom3
E. Entity
**Correct Answers: B C**

16: Which two statements are true about Validation accounts? (Choose two.)
A. Validation accounts cannot have children.
B. The Validation account must be zero to lock data.
C. The Validation account must be populated by rules.
D. The Validation account must be zero to process the data to any level.
**Correct Answers: B D**
17: What are three roles in HFM security? (Choose three.)
A. Run Allocation
B. Delete Journals
C. Create Unbalanced Journals
D. Save System Report on Server
Correct Answers: A C D

18: Using Hyperion Reports, the Relative Member function performs which arithmetic function?
A. offsets
B. addition
C. division
D. subtraction
Correct Answers: A

19: Which condition must exist to be able to post Intercompany transactions to the system?
A. All loaded transactions must have a matched status.
B. All transactions must have either a matched or mis-matched status
C. All transactions must have a reason code.
D. All selected mismatched transactions must have a reason code.
Correct Answers: D

20: A match code assigned of “R” signifies:
A. A reversed transaction match
B. The transaction was generated from a template
C. The transaction match was regenerated
D. The transaction was matched based on Reference ID
Correct Answers: D